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Abstract
This study used conversation analysis to explore the microlinguistic processes of
talk and interactions of five initial sessions between counselors-in-training and
clients. The researchers used naturally occurring data to explore how the sessions
were developed, relationships were formed, and session depth was produced in
the sequence of interactions. Four conversational themes included casual
interactions, direct invitations, recapitulations, and repairs. Casual interactions
reflect a style of rapport, which helps to relieve the intensity of the initial
encounters and convey an understanding of the presenting issues. Direct
invitations and recapitulations between speakers are direct evidences of relational
utterances concerning session depth as they illustrate jointly constructed
counseling narratives and a synchronicity of speakers’ involvement in the topics.
Repair helped speakers reestablish the relationship and negotiate therapeutic
directions. The four themes support that maintaining therapeutic relationships and
conducting in-depth discussions, insight building, and immediacy are not
mutually exclusive in the context of the initial session.
Keywords: conversation analysis, initial sessions, counselor-in-training, talk and
interactions, counseling discourse

A Conversation Analysis of Initial Counseling Sessions
In an initial counseling session, counselors regularly encounter a variety of emotional,
behavioral, social, and physical issues presented by their clients. In order for counselors to
respond effectively to the clients’ presenting issues during the initial and subsequent sessions, a
comprehensive history-taking and thorough conceptualization may be essential in the first
meeting (Neukrug & Schwitzer, 2006). While assessment and history-taking are typical routines
in initial clinical interactions, an initial counseling session is a microcosm of the entire
therapeutic course; specifically, assessments, disclosures, and the impact of the therapeutic
relationship on changes, interventions, and closure can simultaneously occur in a single
therapeutic encounter. Thus, the first session is often a balance of completing technical tasks that
are unique to the initial session, such as assessment, diagnosis, and explanation of therapeutic
processes (e.g. rules of confidentiality), as well as gathering information needed to begin case
conceptualization and initiating brief interventions to commence the actual therapeutic process
(Alegría et al., 2008), including crisis planning if necessary (Kress & Paylo, 2014; Whitlock,
Polen, Green, Orleans, & Klein, 2004).
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In addition, an initial encounter involves a variety of relational dynamics that can create
unique challenges in establishing a working alliance. For example, during the process of
information gathering, a well-formed relationship may create an environment that opens up the
possibility for deeper self-disclosure and emotional vulnerability (Tay, 2011). However, a mutual
trust between a clinician and a client may yet to be established in the first encounter (Easter &
Beach, 2004). Under such circumstances, clients often experience feeling vulnerable, and they
may be concerned about clinicians’ responses and reactions when they are presenting health
issues or personal information (Katon & Kleinman, 1981). As a result, clients may feel reluctant
or even skeptical about continuing treatment, especially for psychological and mental health
interventions (DeGood, 1983). In some cases, discord that occurs between clinicians and clients
may result in clients’ non-compliance or discontinuation of the treatment (Rahman, 2000). Thus,
the unique dynamics and circumstances of initial sessions have a tremendous bearing on future
encounters and may shape subsequent therapeutic processes (Budman, Hoyt, & Friedman, 1992).
Studies on the Initial Session
Past research supports that the interactions, interventions, and relationship that have
occurred in the initial sessions have an impact on the development of a therapeutic alliance and,
thus the effectiveness of subsequent treatment (Buttny & Jensen, 1995; Greenberg & Stone,
1992; Kokotovic & Tracey, 1990; Saltzman, Luctgert, Roth, Creaser, & Howard, 1976). Further,
studies have supported that, by and large, the development of a healthy therapeutic relationship
plays an essential role in predicting positive treatment outcomes (Castonguay, Constantino, &
Holtforth, 2006; Horvath & Symonds, 1991). Initial counseling sessions have crucial
implications for the successful development of a therapeutic alliance, which is, arguably, the
most important factor in successful treatment outcomes.
Despite the importance of initial counseling interactions in establishing working
alliances, the topic of these sessions has received relatively little attention in counseling
literature. For the most part, existent literature related to initial counseling sessions is primarily
found in medicine and medical education fields. Mainly, studies focus on the function and
impact of initial sessions on medical treatment effectiveness and outcomes, such as brief
interventions that occur during the assessment period (Esogbue & Elder, 1979; Whitlock et al.,
2004), prediction of treatment durations and outcomes (Zisook, Hammond, Jaffe, & Gammon,
1978), and patients’ satisfaction (Rahman, 2000). Some studies investigate the formation and
processes of working alliances (Easter & Beach, 2004; Ruusuvuori, 2005, 2007).
The current study has used eight prominent databases with 13 identified key words to
locate the relevant literature on initial counseling sessions. Although some literature includes
initial counseling sessions as the topic of focus, little research was found that was empirically
based. A total of three studies were selected for this review because they were empirically based
projects that focused on counselor-client interactions in initial interviews (Nakash, Nagar, &
Kanat-Maymon, 2015; Odell & Quinn, 1998; Tryon, 1990). The key components of the three
studies include session depth, session smoothness, and working alliances in initial counseling
sessions.
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Odell and Quinn (1998) conducted a study of 38 marriage and family counseling sessions
exploring the impact of initial sessions and their relationship to clients’ subsequent treatment
duration. Data included observation of therapists’ and clients’ behaviors, as well as surveys of
clients’ perceptions of the session impact. A Contextual Interaction Coding System (CICS) was
used to code global types of counselors’ behaviors, including caring (e.g., empathic and
relational interventions), structuring (e.g., techniques and interventions that controlled session
topics and flow), and following (e.g., counselors’ acceptance or support of clients’ lead). Clients’
behaviors were observed and coded based on the categories of cooperation (e.g., compliance
with treatment directions) and structuring (e.g., clients’ attempts to control the direction of the
sessions). The Session Evaluation Questionnaire (SEQ), which inquired about clients’
perceptions of their post-session mood (i.e., positivity and arousal), as well as session depth (e.g.,
discussion of deeper issues) and session smoothness (e.g., clients’ sense of comfort), was used
for clients’ surveys. The study showed that global types of counseling behaviors (e.g., caring and
following clients’ lead in discussions) and ways of structuring sessions (e.g., providing
interventions and asking questions) had no significant relation to treatment duration (e.g.,
number of sessions continued after the initial session) and clients’ ratings on session impact.
Instead, clients’ symptom severity was found to be positively related to cooperation and
treatment duration, but negatively related to session smoothness and reported sense of emotional
relief.
Tryon (1990) conducted a correlational study that focused on initial session depth and
smoothness as a predictor of treatment continuance in a university counseling center. The
therapists in this study included five doctoral-level staff therapists and practicum trainees,
respectively. A total of 290 college students who came to the counseling center for personal,
vocational, and educational concerns participated in the study. Session evaluation questionnaires
(SEQ) that assessed the depth and smoothness of initial sessions were obtained from staff
therapists (n=185), counselors-in-training (n=85), and clients (n=263). Correlation analyses
indicated that clients who returned after initial interviews had experienced longer first sessions
than those who did not return, F (1, 237) = 10.63, p < .002. In addition, client continuance of
therapy after the initial encounter was significantly associated with the depth of the conversation,
F (1, 237) = 7.33, p < .008, clients’ greater satisfaction, F (1, 237) = 6.61, p < .02 , more
disturbance caused by their issues, F(1, 237) = 6.81, p < .01, and higher motivation toward
counseling, F(1, 237) = 17.69, p < .0001.
A recent study by Nakash et al. (2015) focused on exploring the possible association
between the quality of the working alliance and the content of the information in the intake
session among 38 therapists and 107 clients in four mental health clinics in Israel. Hierarchical
linear model analysis indicated that clients’ ratings of the working alliance was significantly
associated with greater discussion of personal history and sociocultural background and less with
a discussion of diagnostic symptom presentation.
Previous studies related to initial counseling sessions focused on the impact of the session
on treatment effectiveness, duration, and outcome (Odell & Quinn, 1998; Tryon, 1990). These
studies support that using a relational approach during assessment is essential in building
therapeutic alliances, which may enhance clients’ participation in the counseling processes
(Kokotovic & Tracey, 1990; Kress & Paylo, 2014; Nakash et al., 2015; Saltzman et al., 1976;
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Timm, 2015). Beyond the aforementioned findings, little scholarly information exists regarding
the interactions and processes that occur during initial clinical meetings. For example, what are
clinicians’ verbal and nonverbal behaviors that facilitate session depth? What linguistic features
signify relational utterances between clinicians and clients? Curiously, previous research
includes little investigation about the detail of initial interactions. Furthermore, the majority of
these studies used indirect data such as surveys or clients’ ratings. Studies that used coding and
observational methods focused on thematic level analysis. None of these studies examined the
microanalytic features of talk and interactions, which may include but are not limited to speed,
inflection, tone (fall and rise), overlap speech, pause, or non-verbatim utterances, such as
chuckles and laughter (see Table 2). The orthographic review of the verbatim and noted elements
of utterance often reveal significant information about the context and the sequence of speakers’
behaviors (Atkinson & Heritage, 1999; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974); yet, there is very
little empirical investigation on talk and interactions in clinical sessions in the counseling
literature. The current study fills this gap by using the interactions of initial sessions as primary
data for analysis. In addition, the analysis includes both the thematic level as well as the
microanalytic features of talk in order to clearly present how speakers jointly produce therapeutic
discourses and form counseling relationships in their first counseling interviews.
Language and Professional Practices
There is a growing body of research that recognizes the role of communication in
understanding the community of practice (CoP) and professional norms in human service fields
(Ruusuvuori, 2005, 2007; Tagliaventi & Mattarelli, 2006; Tay, 2011). Community of practice is
a process of forming professional communities through socialization in a professional context.
Members of a professional community establish their professional identity via practice and social
interactions (Wenger, 1998). Specifically, one acquires professional norms, skills, and language
through interactions with mentors, peers, and served populations (Parboosingh, 2002). Thus, it is
fair to say that acquiring professional identity is a process of linguistic construction where an
individual learns, negotiates, and develops practices, language use, and worldview from a
profession within which one is situated.
Understanding the role of CoP helps us understand how counselors-in-training produce
norms and styles of practice within the context of their initial sessions. A significant emphasis in
counseling training and supervision is the importance of using relational skills, conducting
assessment, expressing ethical responsibility, and attending to clients’ cultures, identities, and
social justice issues, particularly in the early stages of the counseling relationship (Corey, 2012;
Young, 2013). Counselors-in-training may develop their professional identities while forming
their personal style of practice based on the respective training mission and type of clients that
they serve.
This study focuses on counselors-in-training for two primary reasons. First, the field of
counseling has emphasized a relational, humanistic approach to counseling development in past
decades (Hansen, 2005). Working alliance is found to be a crucial predictor of effective
counseling outcomes (Horvath & Symonds, 1991), and therefore, an essential component of
counselor training (Wickman & Campbell, 2003). However, little is known about how
counselors-in-training develop working alliances through interactions with their clients in an
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initial context. Second, a number of training entities that are accredited by the Council for
Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs (CACREP) utilize audio and/or
video-recorded sessions as materials for clinical supervision. These recordings focus on
counselors’-in-training conceptual skills, interventions, and personalization of their counseling
works (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). This training practice aligns with conversation analysis’s
focus on investigating discursive practices through primary interactive data sources (Goodwin,
1994). Thus, the professional context provides an appropriate rationale for researchers to
investigate initial counseling processes by focusing on counselors-in-training’s sessions.
Conversation Analysis
Conversation Analysis (CA) focuses on how social interactions reflect speakers’
management, productions, and performances of identities and social discourses (Strong, 2003).
The current study employed CA as a primary epistemological inquiry due to its emphasis on the
investigation of the process of interactions. This emphasis is well suited for empirically based
research that targets counseling processes, given the highly relevant focus on the production of
practice and professional discourse. In addition, CA’s emphasis on fine-grained details of talk
and interaction offers a data-driven approach. Hence, this approach furthers our understanding of
not only what happened in initial counseling processes, but also how it sequentially unfolded
(Sutherland & Strong, 2011). Taken together, focusing on talk and interactions between
counselors-in-training and clients, this study provides empirical evidence as to how counseling
norms and practices are formed, maintained, and revised in an initial interaction. In addition, this
study provides examples of individual counselors-in-training implementing their learned
knowledge and skills while developing personal styles of practices in an initial phase of
counseling.
Research Questions
This study uses a CA lens through which to explore descriptive characteristics of talk and
interactions in initial sessions conducted by counselors-in-training. Through an analysis of how
conversations are initiated and how talk and interactions are co-constructed, this study poses
three overarching research questions that guide the inquiry. First, how are the conversations
between counselors-in-training and clients developed and maintained in their initial encounters?
Second, how are therapeutic discourses developed in initial sessions? Third, how do coconstructed interactions produce further disclosures and relational dynamics?
Method
Participants
The researchers selected ten CACREP accredited counseling programs from New York
and Pennsylvania from which to recruit counselors-in-training. Only post practicum counselorsin-training who had experience conducting initial interviews were included in the study. Once
counselors-in-training volunteered to participate, the researchers contacted the treatment
facilities where these counselors-in-training were practicing to secure consent from those
entities. With seven months of recruitment and data collection, a total of eight eligible
participants from three counseling programs and three treatment facilities agreed to participate in
this study. The eight participants included three counselors-in-training and five clients (see Table
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1). The three counselors-in-training included two master’s level interns and one doctoral intern.
The five client participants included three clients who sought counseling in two addiction clinics,
and two clients who sought general counseling services. All five clients had their first sessions
with the counselors-in-training at the time of the data collection.
Procedures
Although digitally recording a counseling session for training and supervision is a
common practice in CACREP accredited programs (Rousmaniere & Renfro-Michel, 2016), the
researchers were careful to employ ethical practices during data collection. First, this study
involved two levels of approvals from the Institutional Review Boards (IRB), including the
researchers’ institution and counselors-in-training’s institutions. While a majority of the
treatment facilities did not have an IRB, the researchers obtained two levels of consents (i.e., the
consents from both the counselors-in-training and the clients) prior to the data collection. The
researchers had no personal or professional knowledge about the participants prior to the data
collection. The only information obtained prior to data collection was information regarding the
training stage of the counselors, age range of the client populations (i.e., above 18 years old), and
the treatment setting of the initial interviews. Clients were recruited, and consents were obtained
at the treatment facility before the initial sessions. Finally, all participants could elect to be
audio-recorded and/or video-recorded. A total of five initial sessions were digitally recorded
from the eight participants. The total time of the initial sessions for this study was 237 minutes,
with a total of 172 pages of transcriptions. Table 1 provides a summary of the session data:
Table 1
Summary of the Data from Five Initial Sessions
Session
S1: C1P1
S2: C2P2
S3: C2P3
S4: C3P4
S5: C3P5
Training
C1: doctoral
C2: master’s
-C3: master’s
-level
level
level
level
Setting
Addiction
General
General
Addiction
Addiction
clinic A
counseling
counseling
clinic B
clinic B
Session
62 mins
41 mins
46 mins
35 mins
53 mins
duration
Transcription 33
28
26
46
39
pages
Note. S indicates “session.” C indicates “counselor-in-training” who conducted the session. P
indicates “person” who sought counseling.
Descriptions of the initial session data.
Unlike typical social science research where researchers provide detailed information
about sample characteristics, CA studies present sample characteristics that are relevant to the
research questions (Schegloff, 1991). In addition, researchers include sample characteristics into
data reporting and analysis only when they emerge from conversational data (Buttny, 2004;
Schegloff, 1991; ten Have, 1990). Schegloff (1991) indicated that sample characteristics should
be treated as being embedded in conversations and interactions in a single occurrence. For
example, a speech occurrence produced by a person should be analyzed as a collection of the
person’s whole identity because, depending on contexts or talk events, some identities may not
be activated during a particular social interaction, while others may be pronounced in different
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social settings. In this study, the counselors’ training statuses and the context of the session are
relevant information for initial sessions.
In addition, unlike traditional social science research where a large sample size is
encouraged to optimize validity and statistical power, CA studies sometimes use case studies or
portions of conversations from a single episode of interaction to illustrate analytical themes (ten
Have, 1990). In other words, the credibility of the data in CA studies depends on the level of
involvement between speakers, the contents and richness of the conversations, and the dynamics
of the interactions, rather than numbers of participants or numbers of sessions (Schegloff, 1993).
This methodological premise is consistent with counseling research that focused on language,
discursive practices, and counseling processes (Kogan & Gale, 1997; O’Reilly, 2005; Strong &
Zeman, 2010; Suddeath, Kerwin, & Dugger, 2017; Sutherland & Strong 2011; Tay, 2012;
Wickman & Campbell, 2003).
Data Analysis and Reporting
Using the previously described CA methodology for data analysis and reporting, the
report of interactions first includes all speakers involved in the conversations (ten Have, 1990).
In this study, conversations from both the counselors-in-training and the clients were reported to
capture the process of interaction. Second, the researchers used the Jeffersonian transcription, a
transcription method developed by Gail Jefferson (Sacks et al., 1974). The Jeffersonian
transcription provides an orthographic review of the textual verbatim and noted elements of
utterance, which demonstrates a sequential feature of talk and micro analytic interactions
(Atkinson & Heritage, 1999). The transcription texts are displayed in Courier New font size 12,
single space, with the line numbers correspond with the original transcriptions to show the
timing and sequence of the interaction. Table 2 provides descriptions of symbols used in the
Jeffersonian transcription:
Table 2
Jeffersonian Transcription System
Temporal and sequential relationships
[]
=
(number)
(.)
Speech delivery
.
?
,
:
_
↓
↑
h
.h
$

Overlapping talk between speakers
Continence of utterance
Duration of silence during communication
A pause less than 0.2 second.
Falling or final intonation
Rising tone
Continuing intonation
Stretching of the sound
Hyphen indicates a cut-off or interruption
Underlying presents a stress
Falling pitch
Sharp rise of pitch
Laughter
Letter h with a dot represents inhalation
Smiley voice (i.e., laughing/chuckling talk)
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(( ))

Non-verbatim events occur during talks (i.e. a
cough or a telephone ring)
Note. Adapted from “Transcript Notation – Structures of Social Action: Studies in Conversation
Analysis” by J. M. Atkinson and J. Heritage, 1999, Aphasiology, 13, p. 243-249.
The initial analysis involved line-by-line readings and coding of textual information that
captured sequences, transition of topics, and talk features that characterized turn taking, patterns,
and lexicon usage (Peräkylä, 2008). Then, the analysis included a detailed review of interactions
and conversations that captured the significance of interactions between counselors-in-training
and clients, signs and marks of relationships, and co-construction of talk and actions. The
researchers paid attention to the way talk was demonstrated in the interaction and its turn
sequence because talk-in-interaction showed how a discourse was connected to the previous turn,
how meanings were procured among participants (Kogan & Gale, 1997), and how speakers coconstructed such a process. To avoid any preconceived notion of membership knowledge in the
coding process, the researchers focused on what was said and done, and how the talk was
accomplished during interactions before determining the meanings of the conversations based on
the context of the sessions (Schegloff, 1991).
Validity in Discourse and Conversation Analytic Research
To ensure the confirmability of the study, the analytic process involved scrutinizing,
revising, observing, and tracking back and forth between the recordings and transcriptions to find
analytical evidence of descriptive claims. Explicit interpretations were based on the detail of
interactions, resource of knowledge, elaboration, and continuing analysis in comparison with
other instances (Peräkylä, 2008). In addition, the researchers shared excerpts of transcriptions
and the preliminary findings with the experts to capture any discrepancies and nuances of
interactions within the data (Hays & Wood, 2011; Hoffman, 2010). Expert A is a researcher who
primarily studies face-to-face communication between health care providers and their clients in
communication and rhetorical studies. Expert B is a clinical director and faculty member at a
university-affiliated hospital. Expert B provides extensive supervision, training, and education
regarding therapeutic relationships in mental health counseling and medicine to both counselorsin-training and medical residents. Interpretations and meaning production were grounded based
on critical investigations of the content of talk and how talk and interaction functioned in the
context of the initial sessions. Upon the completion of the steps of analysis, the researchers
compiled all themes and selected examples for the report of the result. Examples that are most
relevant to answer the research questions, while capturing dynamic interactions were selected for
report (Potter, 1996).
Results
Four conversational themes, with more than 60 conversational examples, emerged in the
data in response to the three questions. The four themes are (a) casual interactions; (b) direct
invitations; (c) recapitulations; and (d) repairs. Casual interactions that occurred in initial
sessions signify relational discourses during intake tasks, which enhanced session smoothness
and the flow of the interaction. Direct invitations and recapitulations between speakers are direct
evidences of relational utterances concerning session depth as they illustrate jointly constructed
counseling narratives and a synchronicity of speakers’ involvement in the topics. Repairs
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occurred when counselors-in-training and clients engaged in a more in-depth conversation while
the session progressed. The report of the themes is organized based on the three research
questions, which is in alignment with the sequence of interactions.
Casual Interactions
Analysis of the five initial counseling sessions indicated that history-taking during the
assessment phase appeared to be a routine and mundane task, as displayed by mechanical
question-and-answer formats in the beginning stage of assessment. However, evidence of
relational discourses that enhanced session smoothness were found in this process. For example,
counselors-in-training used the pronoun “we” during questions and answers, signifying a
collaborative approach to the intake task. In addition, relational language was reflected through
casual interactions, which appeared with two forms, small talk and humor. Small talk in the
context of initial clinical sessions appeared to function as an “intermission” during mundane
therapeutic tasks while providing an additional platform for clients’ narratives. Humor appeared
to convey counselors-in-training’s understanding of clients’ presenting issues while helping
clients relieve anxiety in the process of disclosure. Two representative examples were selected to
show the processes and the functions of casual interactions. The first excerpt illustrates small talk
that occurred during psychosocial evaluation between C2 (counselor) and P2 (client):
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345

C2:
P2:
C2:
P2:
C2:

it’s supposed to be turning around for us with the
weather.
I don’t believe it.
yeah I know I don’t believe it until I see it either.
we’ll have like one seventy three degree day and then
it snows. yeah (.) but eventually. maybe I’ll also be
a cyclist again.
u:m (.) I’m going to ask you about just some current
symptoms.

A co-constructed history-taking process occurred in this episode of interaction. In the
midst of history-taking, the topic of weather was first introduced by C2, as it appeared in the
previous turns (line 338). Later, the topic was elaborated on by P2 (line 342 to 344). Note that as
soon as the topic of weather was in transition to the topic of hobbies (line 344), a filler, “u:m”
(line 345) was introduced by C2, which functioned as a signal of topic transition back to the
routine history-taking.
Humor was another form of casual interaction that appeared in the data. Analysis showed
that humor may have been used to convey understanding and acceptance when clients revealed
their presenting issues and vulnerability in the context of initial sessions. The laughter that
occurs during questions and answers regarding symptoms may help to relieve anxiety and the
intensity of the topic for both the counselor-in-training and client. One representative example by
C2 and P3 is used to display such humorous interaction. Earlier in the session, P3 indicated her
feeling of unease and guilt regarding her marital issues. Later during a review of symptoms
checklist, guilt emerged again in the conversation:
653
654
655
656

C2: guilt
(1)
P3: ((hhh.))
C2: $I’m going to go with yes on that one based on the
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face you just made$ ((hhh.))

A co-constructed humorous interaction appeared in the sequence of assessment. Initially,
C2 was reviewing a symptom checklist, and the issue of “guilt” was raised (line 653). Then, a
second-long silence occurred, followed by P3’s laughter. P3’s gallows laugh produced C2’s
casual response. Instead of displaying formal therapeutic language such as providing reflective
statements or exploring P3’s emotions, C2 produced humorous responses through both verbal
and nonverbal expressions (line 656–657). This may indicate a shared emotion between the two,
along with C2’s understanding and acceptance of P3’s presenting issues.
Small talk functions as an “intermission” in the mundane and mechanical intake process.
While talking about presenting issues during an intake session is an emotionally and socially
vulnerable experience, humor in such process may alleviate the intensity of the topic while
helping counselors-in-training convey acceptance and understanding of the difficult issues that
the client is facing.
Direct Invitations
Direct invitation indicates a sign of a formed relationship, which appears to be a
precursor of recapitulation that displays an alignment with counseling discourse. Analysis
indicated that direct invitations followed by recapitulations occurred during the process of
clients’ disclosures. In addition, both counselors-in-training and clients presented a relatively
dynamic and personalized interaction. Counselors-in-training seemed to move beyond task
completion or simply performing counseling techniques. Similarly, clients in this process seemed
to move beyond being a passive participant in counseling processes; rather, they actively
engaged in the exploration of a topic presented in the processes.
First, the process of disclosure tended to begin with counselors-in-trainings’ direct
invitations of clients’ narrations across the five sessions, despite variations in counseling styles
found among counselors-in-training. Direct invitation of disclosure displays a forthcoming and
inviting language. Such language also contains validations and empathic statements.
Furthermore, initiations of direct invitations by the counselors-in-training seemed to align with
the progression of the relationships. Direct invitation could begin with relational and validating
language that helps prepare clients for further elaborating on presenting issues. The first example
is from the session between C2 and P3:
98
99

C2:

you can start wherever – wherever you feel comfortable
or wherever makes sense.

In this interaction, P3 struggled to talk about her marital issues. Then, C2 provided a
direct invitation of P3’s disclosure: “you can start wherever.” This direct invitation appeared to
be a precursor of the subsequent validations, “wherever you feel comfortable or wherever makes
sense,” indicating the juxtaposition of relational discourse and the progression of session depth.
Direct invitation was also displayed through empathic statements. Specific relational
descriptors such as reflection on the process of disclosure, as opposed to the content of the
disclosure, produced clients’ decision to provide further elaborations on the presenting issues.
The following excerpt between C3 and P5 showed an example of directiveness. Here, C3 offered
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his observation on P5’s facial expression regarding P5’s affective display. The process of P5’s
disclosure, as opposed to the content of the disclosure, appeared to be C3’s focus:
177
178
179
180
181
182

C3:

183
184

P5:

= you kind of talk about it like (.) for you (.) I
look at your face when you tell the story and it is
kinda – you seem a little fl:at about it↑ (.) at the
same time in your voice I can hear this undertone of
guilt. it seems like almost (.) you have almost tried
to separate yourself from the guilt a little bit just as a
way to function.
I – I'm telling you (.) I think (.) cause I have done
so:me (0.3) messed up things

P5’s decision to provide additional narratives regarding his issues of addiction seemed to
occur through a sequence of relational descriptors introduced by C3. First, instead of engaging in
content discussion, C3 shifted the focus to his observation of P5’s facial expression (line 178–
179) and his perceived meaning of P5’s tone of voice (line 180–181). Then, C3 paired the two
observations together and provided his therapeutic interpretation, in particular, that P5’s guilt and
deflection served as a way to live through the addiction (line 181–182). The relational descriptor
that conveyed the trainee’s attention to the client’s affect occurred during the client’s disclosure.
In addition, it directed the client to explore deeper affects and memories associated with the
presenting issues.
Recapitulations
Recapitulation is the repetition and recurrence of words, phrases, and stories disclosed by
speakers at a previous or present time. This study found that recapitulation was used to get into
the therapeutic agendas or introduce the therapeutic interventions during initial sessions. It was
also a linguistic device being used to develop counseling discourses created between counselorsin-training and clients. Two features of recapitulation were found: shared lexicons and echoing.
Shared lexicons appeared as a sign of shared therapeutic agendas, and echoing refers to the
phrases and words said by the other speaker to highlight the significance of the statement. Both
features indicated a synchronicity of speakers’ involvement of the topics. An example of a
shared lexicon that demonstrates a confirmed therapeutic goal can be found in the sessions of
C3P4. In this process, C3 provided a statement that implied potential change, where a said phrase
was later picked up by P4:
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

C3:
P4:
C3:
P4:

um hm (.) that seems like something when you look back
on it (.) it was kind of like (1) there- there’s a
little bit of you wish you did mo:re↑
yeah
but in a sense you really haven’t - didn’t have [the
opportunity] –
[
I
wish
] y:eah (.) I wish I would have taken it
more seriously and got a handle on it at an (.) earlier
age.

A shared lexicon regarding P4’s wish to change was displayed after a sequence of
reflective statements. First, C3 provided a reflection regarding P4’s motivation for sobriety (line
61–63). In this reflection, C3 speculated that P4 may have wished to engage in his recovery even
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before this recent relapse (line 63). Note that a rising tone occurred in the word “more” (line 63),
indicated by a marker signifying P4’s motivation to change. Initially, P4 simply agreed without
elaboration (line 64). After C3 further reflected on how P4’s experience was due to his
psychosocial circumstances (line 65–66), however, P4 immediately produced an instance of
overlapped talk with a repetition of C3’s word and an elaboration of his perspectives on
recovery. In this overlapping episode (line 65 and 68), P4 appeared to share the therapeutic
agenda of recovery and took the ownership of it even though it was first introduced by C3.
Recapitulation can also be displayed through echoing. Borrowing words from the speaker
during a conversation not only reflects the importance of a subject, but it can also highlight a
shared interest or perspective on the subject. The process of echoing occurred between C3 and
P4 regarding a discussion of a critical life incident:
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345

P4:

yeah. you know I was kind of upset. I went upstairs
it’s almost like I got teary eyed but like I had to
force myself to cry almost. it was just weird –weird C3: weird – probably – it sounds like a really weird
experience.
P4: yeah.
C3: you get this horrible ne:ws P4: horrible, horrible news. Like the worst news I’ve ever
heard in my entire life you know and I’m just kind of
like damn. I go in the ro:om and I got teary eyed a
little bit wasn’t- I wasn’t like bawling like a baby.
you know what I mean –

As can be seen, shared knowledge and affective understanding about the impact of the critical
incident was displayed through echoing and turn taking. In the first turn, C3 echoed P4’s “weird”
emotional experience after P4 shared the details of witnessing an incident of death (line 1337).
Note that the word “weird” is repeated twice by P4 and echoed by C3 with a highlight on its
significance (line 1336-1337). In the second turn, C3 reflected P4’s experience with the
comment, “you get this horrible ne:ws” (line 1340). The word “horrible” was picked up and
repeated by P4 before his subsequent narration (line 1342–1345).
Repairs
The fourth unique counseling discourse found in initial sessions in this sample is repair.
Repair often occurred in a context when counselors-in-training and clients engaged in a more indepth conversation while the session progressed. Under this circumstance, counselors-in-training
may proceed in a counseling direction that does not align with clients’ expectations. This process
often created potential tensions and anxieties for the dyad. It may also breach an established
rapport. The negotiation between such proceedings while managing relationships signifies the
challenges. When such tension was displayed, repair helped reestablish the relationship and
therapeutic agenda.
An example was selected to illustrate the process of repair. In the initial counseling
session between C2 and P2, C2 picked up on P2’s disclosure regarding “shitty” things that he has
done. C2 intended to explore this further with P2’s disclosure. Repair occurred as a result of P2’s
comment toward C2’s request:
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669
670
671
672
673

C2:

C2:
P2:
C2:

674

P2:

P2:

13

so you said act shitty- like what’s the shittiest
thing you’ve done or you - the shittiest way you’ve
acted (.) to?
that’s (.) a hu:ge question for the first time.
((chuckles))
oh ok (0.9) let’s scale it back –
= no that’s okay. u:m
= so what’s the - ok. so what’s a smaller example of
something.
I can – I can do the shittiest one.

P2’s response, “that’s (.) a hu:ge question for the first time,” directly challenged C2’s
request (line 669). “let’s scale it back” (line 671) and “what’s a smaller example of something”
(line 673) were repair strategies that intended to re-establish the direction of conversation based
on P2’s reaction. After the rise and the fall of this tension, P2 changed his discursive position and
decided to go back to the previous direction, as shown in line 674, “I can do the shittiest one,”
which was, consequently, the main reason that brought P2 to counseling.
The above example illustrated how repair strategies were used when potential tension and
anxiety arose as the result of a more in-depth conversation between counselors-in-training and
clients. In this process, repair helped speakers reestablish the relationship and negotiate
therapeutic directions.
Discussion
Four conversational themes, casual interactions, direct invitations, recapitulations, and
repairs emerged in the data in response to the three research questions. Overall, the result of the
study indicated that an initial counseling encounter involves a variety of institutional,
interpersonal, and social interactions rather than a completion of routine intake. This was evident
through counselors-in-training’s demonstration of discursive practice that manage a variety of
unexpected circumstances initiated by their clients. The discussion is based on the synthesis of
the results concerning initial sessions.
A salient theme found in the process of session formation was casual interactions.
Theoretically, interactions that occurred in institutions are often restricted to the relevance of
professional practices. While participants intend to “turn to business” in various social
interactions in institutions, casual interactions inevitably emerge and often encompass a vast
array of social rules and practices (Heritage & Clayman, 2010). Casual conversations that
occurred during initial assessment also reflect the concept of a real relationship as suggested by
Gelso and Carter (1994). Specifically, casual interactions may facilitate more facets of
interactions between speakers, which may result in a more effective communication (Walsh,
2007). Counselors-in-training in this sample formed, shaped, and reshaped the clinical
interactions through switching between casual conversations and institutional tasks such as
history-taking and assessment in a single episode of interaction. Casual interactions reflected a
relatively rapport-focused, relational, and accommodating style of practice. It is relational and
collegial because both counselors-in-training and clients contributed to the interactions without
further questions or clarification of intentions. In addition, casual interactions during the
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therapeutic tasks appeared to create an “intermission” or a “temporal break” from the ongoing
mundane tasks and agendas.
Another unique phenomenon found in this study was humor in the context of initial
clinical encounters. Humor is an interesting talk feature because it is highly contextual and
idiosyncratic. Mismatch of humor styles and misinterpretation can create misunderstandings
(Brône, 2008), which could be a risky strategy in an initial encounter because the uncertainty of
the relationship and unfamiliarity of interpersonal styles is present. In addition, humor is not a
typical curriculum in the training of human service professions, as it is a theme that primarily
exists in casual interactions (Norrick, 1993). In the field of counseling, the discussion regarding
using humor as a counseling technique seems to be limited to certain theoretical orientations
such as choice theory and reality therapy (Corey, 2012). However, the analysis showed that
humor, such as gallows humor and gallows laugh, was used to convey understanding and
acknowledgment of presenting issues. In addition, it may relieve potential anxiety and the
intensity of the topic (Buttny, 2001). Accordingly, humor seemed to be used for disarming
resistance or to relieve anxiety. This function is particularly salient for creating session
smoothness in an initial encounter, as both clinicians and clients are in the process of building a
relationship while completing therapeutic tasks (Kokotovic & Tracey, 1990).
A theme found in the process of clients’ disclosures was relational utterances, which
included direct invitations and recapitulations. The relational utterances found in this study
support several previous studies on jointly constructed therapeutic discourses in
psychotherapeutic processes (Buttny, 1996; Ferrara, 1994). This theme contains three features.
First, a relational dynamic was revealed through jointly constructed speech such as the use of a
collective pronoun and overlapping talk. Secondly, counselors-in-training’s direct invitations
indicated a therapeutic assertion and a level of confidence to explore clients’ narratives. Thirdly,
recapitulation is the repetition and recurrence of words, phrases, and stories disclosed by
speakers at a previous or present time. This study found that recapitulation, in particular,
supports previous discussions concerning the therapeutic function of repetition, specifically
echoing and mirroring in psychotherapeutic conversations (Ferrara, 1994). While echoing
signifies a sequential repetition including clients repeating therapists’ words, mirroring indicates
a partial repetition by the therapist of a client’s statement. The acts of echoing and mirroring
indicate a stronger mutual understanding than brief utterances such as “yes,” “yeah,” or
“exactly.” Two additional insights were gained from the current study and not addressed in
Ferrara’s (1994) research. First, within the context of the initial session, echoing and shared
lexicons reflect speakers’ mutual involvement in the depth of the conversations. Second, echoing
and shared lexicons can be used to highlight counseling goals in an initial session, which can
promote continuing treatment with a favorable outcome.
Conventional practices during initial sessions often emphasize assessment, diagnosis, and
rapport building; conceptual and process skills that attend to disclosures of adverse life events
and trauma receive modest attention in training (Black, 2006; Hodas, 2006). In some cases,
solely operating the relational aspects of practice without advancing therapeutic directions or
providing necessary interventions is referred to as problematic “nice counselor syndrome”
(Chung, Bemak, Ortiz, & Sandoval-Perez, 2008, p. 314) where changes and “rocking the boat”
are minimized in therapeutic processes (Fink, 2011). This study supports that maintaining
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therapeutic relationships and conducting in-depth discussions, insight building, and immediacy
are not mutually exclusive in the context of the initial session. In fact, it could result in a client’s
further engagement of insights, health practice, and wellness.
Challenging interaction is perhaps one of the most uncomfortable relational dynamics in
clinical encounters (Sommerfeld, Orbach, Zim, & Mikulincer, 2008). The context of the initial
encounter adds an extra layer of vulnerability. A unique theme of challenging interaction found
in this study is that counselors-in-training used repair as a strategy to relieve tension and
negotiate therapeutic direction in such a circumstance. When tension was displayed during an
interaction, repair helped reestablish the relationship and therapeutic agenda. Previous studies on
the discourse of repair in conversations supported that repair occurred more frequently in taskoriented dialogues than in ordinary interactions. In addition, repair is an integrated, cross-turn
and cross-person system that maintains the mutual-intelligibility of dialogue (Colman & Healey,
2011). The repair in this study occurred in a context of task-oriented dialogues, as counselors-intraining were in the process of exploring clients’ narratives. In addition, both trainees and clients
engaged in the process of repair, which indicated a cross-turn, cross-person system. However,
the result in this study indicates that the relational aspect of repair was more salient during
interactions than the goal of accomplishing a task; that is, both counselors-in-training and clients
displayed a stepping back and joining position in the process of repair. Stepping back shows
speakers’ avoidance of presenting a direct therapeutic proposal. Joining indicates speakers’
shared perspectives regarding the previously proposed interventions.
Limitations
This study has three areas of limitation related to data collection and analysis. First, due
to the rigorous inclusion criteria, the researchers encountered challenges in recruiting diverse
volunteer institutions and counselors-in-training over the seven months of data collection. Even
though digitally recording a counseling session for training and supervision is a common practice
in the field, various institutional and individual constraints presented. Concerns to participation
in this study often related to institutions’ limitation of recording a counseling session for research
purposes, confidentiality of educational data, protection of health information, and potential
complication on the therapeutic dynamic due to additional request of research participation in the
context of the initial session. Some other individual constraints include reluctance of being
digitally recorded and scrutinized by the counselors-in-training from their initial sessions,
scheduling issues, trainees’ full caseloads and pending status of receiving new clients at the time
of the field placement. The above circumstances bring up the second limitation concerning
transferability of the study. Although efforts were made to strengthen transferability of the study
during recruitment and data collection (Smith, 2008), some data from an institution were limited
to sessions conducted by one trainee. Due to the rigorous inclusion criteria, it is reasonable to say
that counselors-in-training who volunteered for this study could have had a high level of
familiarity and competence to conduct initial sessions prior to the research participation. Finally,
while visual elements of interactions often provide additional details that are not always
available from audio data, a majority of the transcriptions and data analysis in this study were
based only on the audio components of conversations because participants only consented to be
audio-taped.
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Implications
Clinical Practice
As the data and analysis indicated, assessment and history-taking are typical routines in
initial counseling sessions. While assessment may be the focus of an initial encounter, the
analytic themes from this study support that initial sessions are a microcosm of the entire
therapeutic course; specifically, assessments, disclosures, and the impact of the therapeutic
relationship on changes, interventions, and closure could simultaneously occur in a single
episode of encounter. Initial sessions that attend to clients’ disclosures, in-depth conversations on
salient subjects, as well as therapeutic relationships have significance regarding changes and
subsequent therapeutic interactions. Although a focused assessment is necessary in cases of timelimited appointments, the result of this study indicates that an integration of a person-centered
and relational approach that attends to clients’ interpersonal narratives is necessary. This
integration requires a diverse method of inquiry in an initial session, which include both
standardized intake protocols and a narrative approach that allows more discursive data to
emerge in the process of trouble telling (Timm, 2015).
Training and Clinical Supervision
Given the findings, this study supports that training topics related to initial sessions could
include the themes that are salient in the context of an initial counseling process but are underdiscussed in the current literature. Some of these aspects include: (a) function of casual
interactions; (b) the process of disclosure; (c) co-constructed counseling discourses; and (d)
repair. These themes should be given both supervisory and educational attention in counselor
education as they seem to bring more dimensionality to the initial session interactions.
In addition, the focus on the details of talk and the process of interactions may inform
clinical supervisors in how to effectively assist counseling supervisees in developing a personal
style of practice. For example, some idiosyncratic practices such as small talk, humor, and repair
are needed to further connect to the counselor-in-training’s therapeutic intentions, personal style,
identity, and creativity.
Future Research
Analysis of talk-in-interaction provides key access for researchers to explore a
fundamental source of the counseling process, specifically, how counselors and clients manage,
structure, and develop various moments of interaction and relationships through language. Two
implications concerning studies of initial sessions are proposed. First, future research regarding
the process and impact of initial sessions should consider including subsequent sessions’ data.
Second, diverse pools of data across institutions, levels of experiences (i.e., seasoned
counselors), as well as diverse types of data, such as the visual elements of a session, counselors’
self-evaluations of the sessions, and clients’ responses of the sessions could provide a more
comprehensive picture of how a counseling discourse is developed and used in an interaction.
Conclusion
This study investigated the processes of talk and interactions in initial mental health
counseling sessions conducted by counselors-in-training. The naturally occurring data provides
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direct evidences that illustrate the formation of the initial session, the development of counseling
relationships, and process of clients’ disclosure in a sequence of interactions. The results provide
additional insights concerning initial counseling processes, which is under discovered in the
field. Conversation analysis enriches methodological repertoires for counseling research that
focuses on counseling interactions; it provides a comprehensive analytic frame for investigating
discursive practices. Future studies related to working alliances and therapeutic processes could
be benefited from using conversation analysis to examine counseling processes in a variety of
counseling contexts.
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